
LA SERIES FRONT LOADERS
810LA  I  815LA  I  830LA  I  835LA  I  850LA  I  855LA     

857LA  I  910LA  I  915LA  I  917LA  I  935LA  I  937LA



Out-see. Outperform. Outlast.
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When you pair a New Holland tractor with an LA Series front loader, you get the visibility, performance and reliability to increase your 
productivity during loading, hauling and materials handling jobs.

Better material retention
Increased bucket crowd angles at 
lower operational heights means 
reduced spillage and less material 
loss while travelling. The increased 
rollback angle also means you can 
fit more material in the bucket.

Tool carrier versatility
Skid steer or Euro style tool carrier 
allows you to quickly change buckets 
and attachments.

A smoother ride
New Holland has optimized the 
Soft Ride system to provide an 
uncompromisingly smooth ride. 
Accumulators dampen loader arm 
bounce during travel, and provide 
rapid response to bumps in the road, 
field or job site. 

Superior strength and durability
Ruggedness is at the heart of LA Series loader design. The durable loader 
arm/beam features a wide 80-mm-wide profile and is ready for big tasks. 
LA loaders are manufactured using a fully automated, state-of-the-art 
welding process for unrivaled strength. Components are cast and forged 
to provide extra strength and a long lifespan.

A model for you 
There’s an LA loader that’s the perfect match for your New Holland tractor. 

LA Series Loader Type Compatible Tractors 
810LA NSL PowerStar™ 90-120, T5 Dual Command™, T5 Electro Command™, TS6 2WD, T6 2WD 

815LA MSL PowerStar™ 90-120, T5 Dual Command™, T5 Electro Command™

830LA NSL TS6 4WD 

835LA MSL TS6 4WD 

850LA NSL T6 4WD 

855LA MSL T6 4WD 

857LA MSL SuperSteer™ T6 SuperSteer™ 

910LA NSL T7.175 - T7.210

915LA MSL T7.175 - T7.210

917LA MSL SuperSteer™ T7.175 - T7.210 SuperSteer™ 

935LA MSL T7.230 - T7.270

937LA MSL SuperSteer™ T7.230 - T7.270 SuperSteer™ 

975LA MSL T8 

NSL = Non Self-Leveling   MSL = Mechanical Self-Leveling
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Hydraulic efficiency and performance
Enhanced hydraulic components like larger-diameter, high-flow cylinder 
and hoses allow for optimal flow to match the higher hydraulic capacities 
of current tractors. The efficient LA Series hydraulic system generates less 
heat and saves valuable fuel.

Mechanical self leveling
LA loaders with mechanical self leveling maintain bucket or implement 
angle while lifting and lowering the loader for increased speed and 
confidence when loading. It’s ideal when working with a pallet fork or other 
tasks when implement angle is critical. 

Exceptional visibility 
LA Series loaders give you a better view from the driver’s seat. The combination of the curved 
boom, low cross tube and chamfered loader arm provide operators with clear sightlines to 
operate in close quarters. Compared to previous models, LA loaders provide a 30% increase 
in field of vision when the loader is positioned for transport at 17.7 inches above the ground. 
Components are cast and forged to provide extra strength and a long lifespan.



We are proud to support the FFA.

Design, materials and/or specifications are subject to change without notice and 
without liability therefor. Specifications are applicable to units sold in Canada, the 
United States, its territories and possessions, and may vary outside these areas.

© 2018 CNH Industrial America LLC. All rights reserved. New Holland is a  
trademark registered in the United States and many other countries, owned by 
or licensed to CNH Industrial N.V., its subsidiaries or affiliates. Any trademarks 
referred to herein, in association with goods and/or services of companies, other 
than owned by or licensed to CNH Industrial N.V., its subsidiaries or affiliates, are 
the property of those respective companies.

Safety begins with a thorough understanding 
of the equipment. Always make sure you and 
your operators read the Operator’s Manual 

before using the equipment. Pay close  
attention to all safety and operating decals 
and never operate machinery without  

all shields, protective devices and 
structures in place.

Learn more at www.newholland.com/na
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VALUE, SERVICE AND SOLUTIONS
There’s a certain way of thinking that comes from living on a farm. 
Farming takes equal parts brain and brawn. Not to mention thick 
skin, calloused hands and a fair share of know how. Seasoned 
farmers know it helps to have equipment that’s built by farmers, 
sold by farmers and used by farmers.

Support at every step. When you place your confidence in  
New Holland agricultural equipment, you get the finest in local  
support. Your New Holland dealer understands the many challenges  
you face and stands behind you at every step with the equipment,  
parts, service and financial solutions to make your job easier.  
Look to New Holland for a complete selection of equipment,  
including a full line of tractors, hay & forage equipment, harvesting,  
crop production and material handling equipment.

Quality parts and service. Turn to your New Holland dealer after the  
sale for expert, factory-trained service and genuine New Holland– 
branded parts. Your dealer has the very latest service updates and  
training to ensure your equipment keeps working productively season  
after season.

Financing solutions.  Your New Holland dealer can tell you about  
smart ways to turn your financial challenges into opportunities with  
a portfolio of innovative financial services available through CNH  
Industrial Capital, including customized financing, leasing, insurance  
and the purchasing convenience of a Commercial Revolving Account.

For reliable equipment, parts and service — or just honest advice  
on farming and finance — turn to New Holland and your trusted  
New Holland dealer. We know. We’re farmers, too.


